The SolarWinds MSP Advantage
Business Growth

Security

Innovation

SolarWinds® RMM
A cloud-based remote monitoring and management (RMM) dashboard designed to help
efficiently secure, maintain, and improve your IT management via a single pane of glass.

SolarWinds N-central®
A highly configurable remote monitoring and management platform that offers on-premises and hosted
options, designed for managed service providers who require more customization for complex environments.

SolarWinds Backup
A cloud-first data protection service that lets you manage server, workstation, document, and
Office 365 ® backups from a single dashboard. Backup storage in our global cloud is included.

SolarWinds MSP Manager
An agile, versatile, cloud-based service-management and help-desk solution designed
to offer an easy way to manage and optimize your IT service business.

SolarWinds Mail Assure
An easy-to-use cloud-based email fi ltering and archive solution designed to
help make business email secure and available for your clients.

SolarWinds Risk Intelligence
A powerful, easy-to-deploy, cloud-based software system designed to help identify at-risk data in
your managed networks and quantify it in terms of the potential financial impact of a breach.

SolarWinds Threat Monitor
A powerful, streamlined, automated threat-monitoring solution designed to
help you detect, respond to, and report on threats in near-real time.

SolarWinds Take Control
A fast, easy-to-use remote access tool designed to help you fix issues
remotely and collaborate easily with other technicians.

SolarWinds Passportal + Documentation Manager
An automated password protection solution designed for MSPs to store, manage,
and retrieve customer credentials and privileged client knowledge.
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RMM & N-Central: Features at a Glance
Both cloud and on-premises RMM software were built to drive efficiency and grow your IT services business.
Managed Antivirus

A full-featured anti-malware feature designed to be easily deployed and managed.

Patch Management

Help manage Windows® and third-party updates across your customer base and help leverage
powerful automation.

Web Protection

Help protect users from visiting malicious websites that could harm your network and devices.

Remote Monitoring

Help monitor the health and availability of your customers’ devices and applications from a
unified dashboard.

Active Discovery

Designed for automatic identification and management of new devices as they come onto the
network.

Automation & Scripting

Create scripts to help automate routine tasks using a drag-and-drop interface designed for
simplicity—no need to learn a scripting language or write a line of code.

Backup & Recovery

A cloud-first backup solution designed to help you back up quickly and reliably with optional local
storage for speed—leveraging the cloud for security and availability.

Mobile Device Management

Help monitor, maintain, and keep track of company- and employee-owned mobile devices.

Remote Access

Help resolve tickets fast by repairing workstations and servers without leaving your desk.

Reporting

Create robust customer-facing reports that help drive IT strategy and help prove the value of your
services.

Real-Time Architecture

Benefit from an ultra responsive, near-real time monitoring platform designed for faster, more
proactive service.

Cross-Platform Support

Help deliver high levels of service to your Windows, Mac ® and Linux® user communities.

Risk Intelligence

Identify sensitive, hard-to-find personal data in a network and help calculate the potential cost of a
data breach.

Email Security

Leverage an email security solution designed to help provide robust email protection, cloud-based
email continuity, and long-term email archiving at a strong price.

Cloud/SaaS Model with
On-Premises Options

SaaS and on-premises software solutions designed to fit your needs, whether it's managing from
the cloud or your own infrastructure.

Endpoint Detection and Response

Get an endpoint protection solution designed to prevent, detect, and respond to ever-changing
threats—and recover quickly when ransomware or other exploits strike.

Password and Documentation
Management

Help boost security with automated password management designed to protect your team’s user
credentials and offer quick access to customer knowledge and documentation.

“For us, it was like getting the keys to the Ferrari. Our relationship
with SolarWinds MSP brought us closer to our customers.”
–Jim Wilson, President, NetCertPro
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